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Abstract- LTE 3GPP hâs âdopted Orthogonâl Frcqucûcy
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) for the downlink trrnsmission.
OFDM meets the LTE requirement for spectrum flexibility ând
anables cost efrici€ùt solutions for very wide cârricrs with peâk
to average poÿer râtio (PAPR) of thc trânsmitting signâls hâs

limited its âpplication. This high PAPR causes interference when
the OFDM signals are passed through an amplificr which does

not hâve enough lineâr rânge. In this pâper we investigâte â DFT
spreading PAPR reduction for Inacrlcâvcd SC-FDMA (IFDMA)
and Localizrd SC-FDMA (LFDMA) compâred with OIDMA
without DFT-spreâding. Simulation r€sults §holv thât OFDMA
exhibits â highcr PAPR compired to SC-FDMA (LLDMA ând
ItrDMA). This low PAPR mâkcs the SC-FDIUIA. the preferred
technology for the LTE uplink trsnsmission,

Index Tcrms: oFDMA, SC FDMÀ, LFDMÂ, IFDMÂ, PAPR,
LTE

I. INTRoDUCTIoN

Oflhogonal frequenay division multiple access (OFDMA)
has undeniably beçome one of the main references in modern
communications systems. Almost all recenl communication
standards rely on an OFDMA downlink air interface and
implement multiple- input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques

[]. Such is the case in IEEE 802.lln for wireless local area
networks, IEEE 802.16e-2005 for mobile WiMAX, Long-
Term Evolution (LTE) of Universal Mobile
TeleÇommunications System, and also in the future LTE-
advanced standard.

The geneml acceptance of OFDMA as a good option for the
downlink of recent communications systems is motivated by
its well-known advantages: good spectral efficiency, good
coverage, flexible dynamic ûequency allocation and simple
equalization at tone level [2]. Even though OFDMA is widely
employed in the downlink, its use in the uplink is hampered
by the high peak-to average power ratio (PAPR). The PAPR
problem, common for all MC transmission schemes, induces
numerous performance issues such as reduced power
efficiency, spectral regro*th and in-band distortion when
using nonlinear high power amplifiers (HP
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Many efforts were directed to efficiently alleviating the
PAPR problem [3-6], but because of either some standard-
Çompatibiljty issues or some practical system limitations the
problem is not yet considered as completely solved [7].

While the PAPR problem, inevitable in the downlink, can

be coped with by using highly linear (and thus expensive)
HPAs for example, this is a much more sensitive issue in the
uplink. Mobile users strive for good coverage and good

autonomy handsets, but do not neglect the associated costs. On
one hand, backing-off the uplink signal level to the linear
region ofthe HPA would rcduce the coverage. On the other
hand, using highly linear HPAs would inçrease the handsat
cost.

SC-FDMA is a combination of single calrier modulation,
othogonal frequency multiplexing and frequency domain
equalization (FDE) [8]. SC-FDMA also provides the multipath
resistance and flexible sub-canier liequency allocation oflered
by OFDMA. SC-FDMA commonly exploits one of three
subcanier mapping schemes: Distributed FDMA (DFDMA),
Localized FDMA (LFDMA) or Interleaved FDMA (IFDMA).

This paper prcsents a PAPR analysis ofthe DFT Sprcading of
Interleaved SC FDMA (IFDMA) and Localized SC FDMA
(LFDMA) compared with OFDMA without DFT-spreading.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
SC-FDMA system; in section III we present the subçarrier
mapping LFDMA and DFDMA. Sectjon Iv prcsents the
computer simulation results and section V concludes the
paper.

N. SC-FDMA

SC-FDMA is a new multiple access technique that utilizes
single carrier modulation, DFT sFead orthogonal frequency
multiplexing, and lrequency domain equalization. [t has a
similax structure and performance as OFDM. Transmitter and
receiver structure for SC-FDMA is given in Fig l. It is evident
fom the figure that SC-FDMA transceiver has similar
structure as a typical OFDM system except th€ additio. of a
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new DFT block before subcanier mapping. Hence, SC-FDMA
aan be considered as an OFDM system with a DFT mapper.
After mapping data bits into modulation symbols, the
transmitter $oups the modulation symbols into a block ofN
symbols. An N-point DFT transfoms these symbols in time
domain into ûequency domain. The frequency domain samples
arc then mapped to a subset of M subcarriers. Similar to
OFDM, an M-point IFFT is used to generate the time-domain
samples of these subcarriers, which is followed by cyclic
prefix, parallel to serial converter, DAC and RF subsystems.

Channel

Fig. L Transmittcr and rcceiv€r structure ofSC-FDMA.

III. SUBCARRIER AILOCATION

In OFDMA systems, subcarriers are partitioned and assigned
to multiple mobile terminals (users). Unlike the downlink
tmnsmission, each terminal in uplink uses a subset of
subcarriers to lransmit own data. The rcst of subcariers, not
used for its own data transmissiorr will be fiUed with zeros.
Here it will be assumed that the numbü of subcaniers
allocated to eaçh user is M. In the DFT spreading technique,
M-point DFT is used for spreading, and the output ofDFT is
assigned to the subcarriers ofIFFT.

There are two different approaches of assigning subcariers
among users DFDMA (Distributed FDMA) and LFDMA
(Localized FDMA)

A. Distributed SC FDMA (DFDMA)

DFDMA distdbutes M DFT outputs over the entire band (of
total N subcanie$) \ryith zeros {illed in OJ-M) unused
subcarriers. When DFDMA distributes DFT outputs with
equi-distance NÀ4:S, it is referred to as IFDMA (Interleaved
FDMA) where S is called the bandwidth sprcading factor.
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rig. 2. IFDMA.

The input data r[m] is DFT spread to generate X[i] and then
allocated as

(Xlk/S), k =.§.mr, mr =0,t,2,...,M -lxll(l = t o, otherwise (.t)

XIM

The IFFT output sequence i[n] with n=M.s+m
s = 0,1,2,...,S- 1 and m= 0,7,2,...,M -l can
expressçd as

for
be

q*t=ll xLk)"""#'
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Which tums out to be a repetition ofthe original input signal
r[m] scaled by 1/S in the time domain [9].

In the IFDMA where the subcarrier mapping starts with the rth
subcarrier (r =0,7,2,...,5- 1), the DFT spread can be
expressed as

ü,,.r ( Xl(k - r)/sl,k =s.m, +r,mr =0.t,2.....M - |

^ t"r - 1 o, otherwise

(3)

Then, the corresponding IFFT output sequence f[n] is given
by

N-1

ilnt = llM s + ml = fi\x 1r4"n4r
È=0

. / ut \1/1s-=i t; I xtm;ej*#^'l eiz'i''
\ m,=n I

= !- e i, "ii, . xlml (4)

W€ can see that the Aequency shift of subcarrier allocation
starting point by r subcarriers results in the phase rctation of

" 

j'"#' 
in IpDM,q.

B. Localized SC FDMA (LFDMA)

LFDMA allocates DFT outputs to M consecutive subcaniers
in N subcarrierc.

ln the DFT-spreading scheme for LFDMA, the IFFT input
signal.f[È] at the transmitter can be expressed as

k = 0,7,2,...,M - 1

k=M,M+1,...,N-1 (5)
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Fig. 3 LFDMA.

The IFFT output sequence i[n] with n=S.m+s for
s = 0,1,2,...,S - 1 can be expressed as follows [9]:

/v-1
1I-

iInl = ;;5, + s1 = f ) X 1t1"i"ik
k=0

M-l
1 1 \-- .^ sm+s,

-- - 
\ vlkl er'z"=M. (6)s'M/-"'

È=0

Fors = 0

M-7l1s- I
ifnl = 7;5,1 = ;.;i L xlk]qt2"nk = i.*t,l

(7)

tt can be seen that the time domain LFDMA signal becomes
the 1,/S scaled copies ofthe input sequence.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESI]'I-TS

The PAPR of LFDMA and IFDMA signals using DFT-
spreading compared with OFDMA without DFT-spreading are
presented in this section. The number of subcaxriers N=256
and the number ofsubcarrierc allocated to each user is M=64.
In order to mesure the PAPR of transmission block, the
complementary cumulative dist bution function (CCDF) is

used:

CCDF = Pr(PAPR > PAPRI)

P,4PÀo represents a PAPR threshold.

(8)
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The PAPR is compared against the above threshold to
determine how often it is exceeded. We then plot the
Complementary Cumulative Density Function (CCDF)
against the PAIRo threshold.

o 2 4 ô 310 12
PAPRofdBl

Fig. 4. PAPR comparisor ofLfDMA,IFDMA and OFDMA with BPSK.

Fig 4 show the CCDF of the pApR for OFDMA and SC
FDMA with different subcarrier mapping schemes using
8PSK modulation. LFDMA and IFDMA exhibir a lower
PAPR compared to OFDMA, they provide approximately 1.6
dB and 7.8 dB improvement over OFDMA.

o2rs:-rorz
PAPROIdBI

Fig.5. PAPR comparison ofLFDMA,IFDMA and OFDMA with l6eAM

The CCDF of the PAPR for OFDMA and SC FDMA wirh
different subcarrier mapping schemes using l6eAM

modulation is shown in Fig 5. It can be seen that OFDM
exhibits a higher PAPR compared to LFDMA and IFDMA.

o 2,t 6 810 12
PAPRo[dB]

Fig. 6. PAPR comparison ofLFDMA, IFDMA and OFDMÀ with 32eAM.

PAPfttdBt 
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Fig. 7. PAPR compa son of LFDMA, IFDMA and OFDMA wirh 64eAM.

The CCDF of the PAPR for OFDMA and SC-FDMA with
different subcarrier mapping schemes using 32 eAM and 64
QAM modulations is shown in Fig 6 and Fig 7. It can be seen
that the PAPR performance of the DFT-spreading technique
varies depending on the subcarier allocation method. ln the
case of 64 QAM, the values of pApRs with IFDMA. LFDMA
and OFDMA of t0r are 4.8d8, 8,6d8 and l0.8dB
rcspectively. It implies that the pApRs of IFDMA and
LFDMA are lower by 6dB and 3.2d8 respectivcly thar that of
OFDMA with no DFT spreading.
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V. CONCLUSION

The SC FDMA system with Interleaved-FDMA or Localized-
FDMA performs better than Orthogonal-FDMA in the uplink
transmissioû where transmitter power efficiency is of great
importance in the uplink. LFDMA and IFDMA result in lower
average power values due to thç façt that OFDM and OFDMA
map their input bits stmight to frequency symbols where
LFDMA and IFDMA map their input birs to time symbols.
Although the IFDMA has a lower PAPR than LFDMA, the
LFDMA is usually prefened for implementation. It is

attributed to the fact that subcarriers allocation with equi-
distance over the entire band (IFDMA) is not easy to
implement, since IFDMA requires additional resources such
as guard band and pilots.
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